
NAVAL KINDERGARTEN, NAUSENABAUGH,
VISAKHAPATNAM

ACTIVITY         REPORT         FOR         THE         MONTH         OF         DECEMBER         2021  

1.          STUDENT     TEACHER     INTERACTION     (3rd     DECEMBER     2021)  

LKG         -         DOMESTIC         AND         WILD         ANIMALS  
2 videos on domestic and wild animals were shown from Tata class edge in Microsoft
Teams. The main objective was to discuss the animals that live in forest and on farms or
near  our  house.  Also,  the differences between both  the animals  were discussed.  Later
children were asked questions and they enthusiastically participated.

UKG         -         TRAFFIC         LIGHT         MAKING  



An activity on tra c light making was conducted by UKG classffi  teachers on MS Teams.
Parents were informed in advance to be ready with the materials required to make the
tra cffi  light. Step by step instructions  were  given on how to  make the  tra c  light  andffi
children followed it.  While sticking each light, teachers told the importance of each light

colour and what it indicates.
After the activity, a video was shown from the EVS chapter ‘Being Safe On Road’ and the
teacher gave a detailed explanation over the topic and asked questions related to the video.

2.     NAVY     DAY     CELEBRATIONS     (     4TH     DECEMBER     2021     )  



The Navy Day is celebrated every year on 4th December to commemorate the attack on the
Karachi harbour during the India- Pakistan war in 1971. On this day, the Indian Navy's 
attack on Karachi harbour contributed to the ultimate victory of the Indian Armed Forces 
over Pakistan.
In order to explain the significance of Navy Day to our children, a video was posted to all the

class groups of NKG NSB on 4th December 2021. The teacher in charge Mrs. Bharti

Shivani, brought  out  that  every  year  India  celebrates  December  4th  as  Navy Day  to
commemorate Operation Trident and further explained about the various events that take
place during Navy Week. The video was meticulously supported by clippings from students
explaining various events like Operational Demonstration, Blood donation camps, opening
of fleet ships to school children etc. In the end, children and their parents were appreciated
for all the efforts taken for their contribution.

3.          BUILD         A         DOG’S         KENNEL         WITH         ICE-CREAM         STICKS  



Teaching children kindness & responsibility towards pets and all animals, is an invaluable
lesson that encourages students to grow into empathetic individuals. Building the kennel
with ice-cream sticks helps in the development of fine motor skills & encourages children to
love their pets & look after them.
In  view  of  the  above,  this  activity  was  conducted  by  the  activity teacher  and  children
enthusiastically participated and had fun decorating the dog’s kennel. A revision video was
also posted in all UKG class groups.

4.                     VEGETABLE         PRINT  

Vegetable Print Activity is a terrific & inexpensive way to introduce printmaking  to  the
students. It improves their gross & fine motor skills and promotes individual expression and
creativity. Children enjoy creating piece of artwork using new and different material. This
activity was conducted by activity teacher in the activity class. Later, a revision video was
posted to all the groups of LKG.

5.     WEBINAR         CONDUCTED         BY         MADHUBUN         BOOKS         (4th   DEC 2021     )  



Madhubun books hosted a webinar on the topic ‘Holistic Development for Foundational
Years’  on 4th December 2021.  The webinar was presented and discussed by Ms.
Vidushi G. Maan and was attended by Naval Kindergarten Nausenbaugh teachers. Some
of the agenda points discussed were individualised approach, inquiry based learning and
long term development. Teachers were trained on how to teach - involving play, activity,
action, language and symbols.  The meeting was concluded with a question-and-answer
session which was very interactive and informative. We were provided with the information that
Madhubun books has introduced a new set of books called ‘WINGS OF WONDERS’ which
is based on skill connection.

6.     STUDENT         TEACHER         INTERACTION         (10th         DECEMBER   2021     )  

COLLAGE     OF     DOMESTIC     AND     WILD     ANIMALS     (     LKG     )  



Collage is a simple craft activity that involves pasting items like cutouts of papers or pictures
onto  a  sheet  of  paper.  The  activity not only helps children develop their eye-hand
coordination & build fine motor skills but it also encourages children to learn specific topics
in a fun way.
With the objective to teach children about animals and help them identify the similarities &
differences among wild and domestic animals a collage making activity on Wild & domestic

animals was conducted for all the LKG classes of NKG NSB on 10th December 2021
through MS Teams. The class teachers started with a short presentation where they
illustrated  various  Wild  and  Domestic animals. Children were explained about the
difference between the two categories and the place where they live. In the later part of the
video, the teacher demonstrated the collage activity using  chart paper and
encouraged children to do the same at home along with their parents.



PUBLIC     SPEAKING     -     WINTER     SEASON     (     UKG     )  



Teachers explained the characteristics of winter season to children with various examples
on the basis of food we eat, clothes we wear and things we do. Children were also taught
lines about Public Speaking on Winter season. To make it a fun activity, teachers
themselves wore winter clothes and children were encouraged to do the same. Mu ers,ffl
caps and sweaters were worn which made the activity a lot of fun.

7.          FANCY     DRESS     ACTIVITY     (     16th     &     17th     DECEMBER     )  





       

The Fancy Dress Activity was conducted on 16th and 17th December 2021 (two days) 

through Microsoft Teams App . Each section was judged by two teachers . In order to have 

a smooth session parents were briefed about all the important points regarding the Activity in 

advance through a detailed circular and the link for the same was shared to the participants 

a day prior. The Programme went well as children were all dressed up in beautiful costumes

according to their selected topics and spoke a few sentences on the character they 

depicted. In view of the current scenario and to bring awareness on Corona Virus some 

children explained the importance of Hand-wash and social distancing.

8.          COLOURFUL     BIRDS     -     THERMOCOL     BALL     PASTING     BY     LKG  



The basic idea of the activity-Picking and sticking small objects, is to develop their fine
motor skills and eye hand coordination.
This activity was conducted in Activity class on MS Teams by the teacher-in-charge, Mrs.
Pooja. Children pasted thermocol balls on bird’s picture and completed the activity. Children
were asked to complete this activity under the supervision of their parents and share the
pictures in their respective class group.

9.     PASTE         THE         STRAWS         ACTIVITY(UKG)  



The basic idea of having a Straw activity for  children is to  ensure they learn to re-use
common items like straw or ice-cream sticks etc. which we would normally throw away.
Along with this the activity helps in developing their fine motor skills and creative thinking.
In view of the same a colorful activity on paste the straws was posted to all the UKG class
groups  of  NKG  NSB.  All  the  children were  encouraged  to  do  the  activity  under  the
supervision of their parents.

10.        CHRISTMAS AND NEW YEAR GREETING CARD MAKING   
ACTIVITY(LKG)

Christmas is celebrated on December 25th every year. The festival marks the celebration of

the birth anniversary of Jesus Christ. On the eve of Christmas children decorate X-mas tree

and wait for gifts from Santa Claus . In view of the above Christmas Card Making Activity

was conducted by activity teacher Mrs. Pooja for all classes of LKG and UKG. They were

encouraged to do the activity at home. Children happily did the activity at home and shared

the pictures in their respective class groups.

11.        PARENT     TEACHER     INTERACTION  



Parent teacher interaction was conducted on 23rd December 2021 by class teachers. The

teachers expressed their gratitude for the year long cooperation of the parents. Doubts

related to the academic curriculum were clarified and parents were advised to contact the

teacher anytime during the vacations for further clarification if any.

The highlight of the interaction was the Headmistress, Naval Kindergarten, Nausenabaugh,

Mrs. Swati Adak’s personal visit to each meeting room to wish the parents a Happy and

safe Christmas and New Year.

12.        CHRISTMAS     CELEBRATIONS  



Christmas is the season of love, harmony and celebration. This is the time to celebrate
Jesus Christ’s birth. It is celebrated all over the world with great joy.

On this special occasion, a video was presented to all the classes of NKG NSB on 25th

December 2021. The teacher in-charge Mrs. Asha Kumari through the video aptly explained
the importance of Christmas. She explained that the true meaning of Christmas is to be
generous and grateful in life. The highlight of the video was the carols sung by the
Headmistress Mrs. Swati Adak and all the teachers of Naval Kindergarten, Nausenabaugh.
A “Thank you” note was sent to the parents for their support and cooperation.

                                                                                         (Mrs. Swati Adak)
                                                                                    Headmistress
                                                                                     NKG, NSB (V)
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